Dragonflower Music

Proofers’ Checklist

Proofreaders’ Checklist
Answer the following questions about the publication before submitting it to press. If there are any “questionable” or
erroneous items, they need to be corrected on the manuscript before the final version goes to print.
Covers & introductory pages:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Are there any “typos” or incorrect information on the covers, introductory or TOC pages?
Is there any text that needs to be added/deleted on the above pages?
Do the page numbers on the TOC correspond to how they actually occur in the book?
Is the title page visually appealing, centered on the page and proportional?
Is the ISBN number correct – and has the ISBN-10 been converted to ISBN-13?

General page layout & appearance
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Is the staff size between 80-95% of maximum so that there is enough “white space” to make the page legible?
Does each page of music nicely “fill out” the entire page?
Is the font uniform in type, size, and style on all pages in this publication?
Is the first system on page one indented slightly, about a half inch? (A tradition)
Are the text elements symmetric and legible at the top of the page?
Are the page margins uniform on the 2nd and subsequent pages?
Are the page numbers uniformly placed and correct on each page?
Are all measures justified with engravers’ spacing and aligned vertically?
Are measures with lots of notes wider than those with only a few notes, so that the staff looks “proportional?”
Are all measure numbers correct and easily visible?
Are the page turns manageable?
Are the fingerings uniformly placed above/below notes and aligned with the note?
Are there any missing slurs or ties?
Are slurs/ties attractively curved?
Are dynamics, Italian tempos, and metronome markings (if applicable) indicated?
Are there stray characters of any kind found on any of the music pages?

Measures and notation aspects:
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Are the time signature and key signature correctly notated?
Does each measure have the correct number of beats within it, in all voices?
Are there any missing rests in empty measures or elsewhere?
Is the stem direction correct for (a) the clef, (b) the hand playing the notes or (3) the voice?
Does the note beaming make sense, or would it be clearer to re-beam certain groups?
Should any notes be moved into the “opposite” hand to make them easier to play?
Are guitar chords correctly notated and are they aligned vertically over the proper note?
Are there any missing guitar chords or extra ones that should be deleted?
If there is a pick up bar, does the last bar reflect fewer beats?
Are all lever/pedal changes notated correctly at a “reasonable” place to change them?
Are arpeggio signs or brackets aligned vertically with the notes?
Does the very last measure end with a heavy double bar?
Do any section divisions need a light double bar, if not already present?
Are there any missing repeat signs? If so, where?
Do the repeats, da capos, or dal segnos go back to the correct place in the music?
Does the piece need a D.C., Fine, D.S., or Coda indication added anywhere?
Anything else that should be changed within the notated music?

